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Abstract: Coal surface mines usually occupy large areas for the development of mining activities, and they affect and change the landscape and land cover in various ways. After completing the exploitation of a specific mine section, the sustainable reclamation of mining land is directly associated with the optimal exploitation of waste dumping sites. This study investigates the main issues related to extractive waste management concerning the progressive development of dumping sites in continuous surface mining projects, from initial excavations to the completion of mining operations and post-mining utilization, considering basic geospatial parameters and circular economy principles. In this framework, the waste dumping areas of the exhausted Amyntaion lignite mines in North Greece are examined. Research results showed that the waste management that was applied in this area was characterized by sustainable attributes, and an equilibrium was observed in the dumping material volume.
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1. Introduction

Extractive waste generation is an unavoidable procedure in the mining industry, so respective companies attempt to face the issue in a sustainability context. Coal mining is accompanied by its geological history and respective rock formations through time, which can provide information about the type of rocks and respective geological environments. This type of information is beneficial for selecting methods that are followed for waste management. Coal waste at a percentage of approximately 46% is estimated to be produced annually for each of the leading countries’ coal production (both open-pit and underground mining) (United States, China, India, and Australia) [1]. Among the aggregated industrial sectors, European countries’ highest extractive waste generation is observed in the mining and quarrying sector compared to manufacturing, energy supply, and waste [2].

This study focuses on the Amyntaion complex mines, which include three individual mines—namely the Amyntaion, Anargyroi, and Lakkia mines—where the total stripping ratio accounts for 7 m³/t from the start of mining operations until the end. The percentage of waste production towards total lignite production through the operation years accounts for 90%.

It has been observed that studies concerning mining waste have had an increasing trend, especially those for sustainable management, and these account for approximately 40% of the total [3]. Studies for the best possible waste management are fundamental to complete sustainable mine planning. An ideal concept is the implementation of circular
economy priorities on post-mining land uses in surface mining operations to achieve the viability and sustainability of mining projects [4]. In particular, waste materials generated during the operation of mines are investigated under specific parameters. For instance, in the hard coal mining region of Ostrava-Karvina in the Czech Republic, mining waste is used as reclamation material, not waste [5,6]. Other scientific works focus on waste management as a resource and as recycling materials [5].

In recent years, the concept of the circular economy has gained interest, which includes all the procedures that can ensure the harmonic coexistence of industry, society, and the environment. These procedures are summarized in the 4R framework of the European Union (EU) Waste Framework Directive, with 4R standing for Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, and Recover [6,7]. According to the European Commission, this concept aims to decompress natural resources and enhance new sustainable growth and employment. In particular, generated mining residues are re-used for the purposes of both filling excavation voids for rehabilitation and for construction purposes [8]. In this context, the circular economy deals with the waste management of industrial operations. The circular economy concept is distinguished into three different levels depending on related actions: the macro (nation, region, city), mezzo level (defined as the regional level, e.g., eco-industrial parks) and micro (products, companies, consumers, etc.) [7].

2. Materials and Methods

Waste management in surface mining projects constitutes one of the early stages of mine planning and exploitation. It can be distinguished into four fundamental pillars: (a) mineral exploration, (b) mine planning strategy, (c) the immediate utilization of waste materials, and (d) the spatial utilization of waste materials. Mineral exploration constitutes one of the primary stages of mining exploitation as a whole. It includes the exploration of the spatial distribution of lignite deposits and overburden and interburden materials. More specifically, this stage of waste management includes the mapping of the area hosting the mineral, the assessment of borehole findings, the assessment of the volume of material that will be deposited, as well as their geological composition, etc.

At the same time, mine planning should already be prepared and focused on the optimal method of initial excavation and the planning of exploitation progress, aiming to deposit as little extractive waste as possible in outside dumping areas. An essential part of mine planning is the spatial definition of outside dumping limits following the material volume intended to be deposited. It is worth noting that the definition of the critical start point of inside dumping is of high importance for achieving the minimum volume of waste materials outside deposition and, as a result, achieving the configuration of a successful and safe mine operation. Inside dumping is the process of disposing waste materials within the void of the mine, while outside dumping refers to the practice of disposing waste materials in an undisturbed area located outside the boundaries of the mine. The scheme in Figure 1 briefly depicts the entire procedure of waste management.

In the same context of mine planning and scheduling, necessary configurations of slopes and dumps are included to ensure geochemical and geotechnical stability. In particular, ash deriving from lignite power stations as a by-product is used as a stabilizer material in outside dumping areas. Furthermore, the type of waste materials and their spatial arrangement are two components that need to be investigated. In this framework, the geochemical and geotechnical attributes of waste materials were investigated to classify the suitability of materials for several land uses. Additionally, the quality of groundwater was investigated to clarify if there were any environmental consequences from the extractive procedure. More specifically, soil and water samples were transferred from the mining sites to the laboratory in order to conduct chemical analyses for the determination of some critical parameters (pH, electrical conductivity, CaCO3 content, soil organic substances, nitrates, and ammonium ions, etc.). From a geotechnical aspect, slope stability analyses and systematic site monitoring concerning possible land movements were employed. It
is worth noting that slope stability analyses and site monitoring undergo a continuous process to ensure higher mining safety.

Figure 1. Waste management steps.

Figure 2 depicts the spatial configuration of the waste management system. Initially, the upper beds of the soil system—namely the topsoil—are transferred to areas that are intended to be reclaimed for agricultural use, as they carry all the necessary ingredients for agricultural development. In turn, hard formations are moved to outside dumping and/or are used as material for road construction, slope stability, and the configuration of bunkers as their mechanical strength permits. Overburden and interburden materials are moved to outside and inside dumping, since they can be materials of several compositions. These materials are also used for the preparation and suitable spatial configuration of areas that aim to be reclaimed for post-mining land uses (e.g., agricultural, forest land use, industrial areas, recreation parks, and photovoltaic parks). In addition, lignite processing in power plants produces ash, which can be used to improve the slope dumps, and cohesive material during material deposition.

Figure 2. A spatial representation of waste management.

3. Results and Discussion

The results of this research focus on the Amyntaion lignite mines in North Greece. In this area, three surface lignite mines have been in operation: the Anargyrooi Mine
(1984–2010), the Amyntaion Mine (1989–2020), and the Lakkia Mine (2013–2021). Mining exploitation was completed in 2021, and a total of 232 million tons of lignite was extracted, with total excavations of 1.817 million m³ and a stripping ratio (waste materials to lignite) of 7 m³/t. More specifically, Figure 3 presents the diachronic evolution of the waste material volume distribution in inside and outside dumping areas, while in Figure 4, this evolution is presented spatially. It is observed that in the middle of material dumping in 2004, inside dumping began to increase while outside dumping materials began to decrease significantly. In addition, normal distribution appeared for materials deposited in both outside dumping during 1990–2009 and those deposited in inside dumping during 2004–2019. This indicates a balance of material disposal, which in turn is attributed to a feasible mining design. The primary dumping materials are sterile interlayers in the lignite seams, consisting of stiff clays, usually with medium (15–35%) to high (35–50%) carbonate content (marls), while the thinner sterile interlayers are present in the lignite packet [9].

Furthermore, considering the spatial distribution of the dumping materials as depicted in Figure 4, excavations began from the Anargyroii mine in 1984; the first dumping was employed outside the mine pit and lasted three years (1984–1986) (Figure 4a), while inside dumping started in 1987. In 1989, excavations of the Amyntaion mine started, and extractive waste materials were moved outside (Figure 4b); five years later, inside dumping started in the Amyntaion mine. Anargyroii mine excavations and its respective inside dumping ended in 2009, whereas inside dumping in the Anargyroii mine continued with materials from the Amyntaion mine to fill the Anargyroii mine void. In 2013, excavations in the Lakkia mine were started with the inside dumping of extractive waste materials in the Amyntaion mine. Finally, in 2017, inside and outside dumping in the Anargyroii mine was stopped in order for it to be filled with materials from the Amyntaion mine, whereas in 2018, inside dumping in the Lakkia mine continued until the gap was filled.
Soil chemical analyses were conducted in the waste dumping area for systematic measurements of 15 years (2005–2019). Concentration analyses in mineral and non-mineral materials showed that the mining excavation works did not affect the dumping sites, and the soil was not polluted. More specifically, the soil analyses showed that the pH values ranged from 6.8 to 8.9 with a mean value of 7.3, while the mean electrical conductivity ranged from 120 to 5050 µs/cm, with a mean value of 950 µs/cm. The soil content in CaCO$_3$ ranged from 0.38 to 9.73%, with a mean value of 4.58%. The organic content in the soil was between less than 0.17 and 2.10%, with a mean value of 0.59%; the NO$_3^-$ and NH$_4^+$ concentrations ranged from 33.33 to 266.67 mg/kg (mean: 115.69 mg/kg) and from 5.93 to 230.89 mg/kg (mean: 28.23 mg/kg), respectively. Regarding groundwater quality, the results showed that the concentration of the physicochemical parameters (pH, electrical conductivity, As, Cd, Pb, Hg, Ni, Cr, nitrates, chloride and sulfate ions, ammonium) was inside the legislation’s thresholds. For instance, the pH values ranged from 7 to 8.3, and the electrical conductivity ranged from 500 to 2000 µs/cm, while the bottom and upper thresholds for pH were 6.5 and 9.5, respectively, and the upper threshold for electrical conductivity was 2500 µs/cm [10].

From an environmental aspect, all the procedures followed the Approved Environmental Terms. For example, the priority of dumping procedures is to fill the created voids and begin outside dumping. A study by Pavlouvakis et al. [11] showed that air quality parameters better correlate with total excavations than with lignite production. In addition,
this study showed that the excavation pits and dumps of the Amyntaion mines were insufficient to cause many pollution episodes.

4. Conclusions

The Amyntaion lignite mines of North Greece operated from 1984 to 2020. Applying waste management in such a case study is more reliable, considering this was a completed mine operation. In addition, it should be considered that Amyntaion mines are complex, suggesting more complicated operation conditions. Therefore, this is a more representative waste management model, which covers more demanding cases.

The initial mine planning and following modifications succeeded by observing the total equilibrium of material dumping. Using a combination of inside and outside dumping proved to be efficient for a total favorable mine operation. In addition, a crucial aspect of this specific waste management model is that the by-products produced (e.g., ash) contributed to cohesive dumping materials, leading to sustainable post-mining waste management based on the concept of the circular economy.

The circular economy principles adopted for this study were mainly based on the reutilization of dumping materials and on suitable and feasible spatial arrangements that could favor the re-operation of the mines for alternative uses.
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